Infrared spectra of CO2-doped 4He clusters, 4HeN-CO2, with N=1-60.
High resolution spectra of (4)He(N)-CO(2) clusters are studied in the region of the CO(2) nu(3) fundamental band (approximately 2300 cm(-1)). The clusters are produced in a pulsed supersonic jet expansion from a cooled nozzle source and probed by direct absorption using a tunable diode laser operating in a rapid-scan mode. Four carbon dioxide isotopes ((16)O(12)C(16)O, (16)O(13)C(16)O, (18)O(13)C(18)O, and (16)O(13)C(18)O) are used to support the analysis, and because additional rotational transitions are allowed for the asymmetric one ((16)O(13)C(18)O). Resolved R(0) (J=1<--0) rotation-vibration transitions are observed for clusters up to N=60. A detailed rotational analysis is possible up to N approximately 20 and, with some assumptions, to N approximately 37 and beyond. The derived rotational constants (B values) vary smoothly with N and show evidence for broad oscillations similar to those already reported for He(N)-OCS and He(N)-N(2)O. Possible indications of a disruption are observed in the J=2 levels of larger clusters (N>22) which could be caused by interactions with a "dark" helium cluster modes.